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Alzheimer’s disease or AD is a severe form of dementia causing a steady memory loss and speech problems and ability to perform daily activities. 
It gets worse over time, but how quickly this happens varies. The changes in the brain due to the loss of chemical messengers in the brain, called 
neurotransmitters, that allows nerve cells in the brain to communicate properly are reasons behind the deterioration.

People with AD have two things in the brain that are not normal: amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary tangles. Experts are yet unsure about the 
presence of these two things as the side effects or part of the cause. The situation of people suffering from AD worsens with time.
Named after the doctor who first described it (Alois Alzheimer), this physical condition affects the brain. There are more than 520,000 people in 
the United Kingdom alone with Alzheimer’s disease. During the course of the disease, proteins build up in the brain to form structures called 
‘plaques’ and ‘tangles’. This leads to the loss of connections between nerve cells, and eventually to the death of nerve cells and loss of brain 
tissue.

Those with Alzheimer’s also have shortfall of some important chemicals in their brain. These chemicals act as messengers that help to transmit 
signals around the brain. When there is a shortage of these chemical messengers, the signals are not transmitted as effectively as it should be. 
Current treatments for Alzheimer’s disease can help boost the levels of chemical messengers in the brain, which can help with some of the 
symptoms. Stem cell therapies have emerged to be an effective treatment method for Alzheimer.

Overview

Symptoms

Confused about 
what time and day 

it is.

Have trouble 
learning and 

remembering new 
information.

Have trouble 
finding the right 

words to say what 
you want to say.

Get lost in places 
you know well.

Have more trouble 
doing daily tasks 

like cooking a meal 
or paying bills.

Have trouble 
making decisions.



DiagnosisCause

Adverse Reaction

We comprehend that patients might have apprehensions about adverse reactions to the
treatment. Possible side-effects of stem cell therapy may differ from individual to individual; any
complications depend upon the type of processes you are undergoing.
Side-effects experienced by our patients are consistent with predictable reactions for routine IV
and LP injections. The most common reactions to the treatment are fever, headache, diarrhea,
leg pain, vomiting and allergic reactions. Less than four percent of patients experience any of
these signs.

The most common reactions to the stem cell treatment are:
Fever Headache Leg Pain
Diarrhea Vomiting Allergic reactions

•It is accepted, that Alzheimer’s disease is 
brought about by a mix of hereditary, and 
ecological elements that influence the 
cerebrum for long time. In under 1 %, cases it 
is brought about by explicit hereditary 
components.

•Vitamin B12 concentration
•Thyroid function tests
•Liver function tests
•Folate (folic acid) test
•HIV test, if the person has risk factors for HIV or the 
medical history suggests it
•Electrolyte and blood glucose levels (sodium, potassium, 
creatinine, glucose, calcium)



Treatment Procedure 

The Global Stem Cell Care offers a very safe and non-invasive treatment protocol and procedure. The patients can travel the next day. 
The following is the day-wise schedule for the patients.

Day 1-
•Pick up from the Airport to the Hospital
•Interaction between Dr and Patient, to clear all their doubts at that time
•Admission procedure
•Clinical examination & Lab test will be done prescribed by the doctor

Day 2-
•Stem cell Procedure
•Supportive therapies
•Physiotherapy

Day 3-
•Supportive Therapy
•Physiotherapy
•Discharging formalities
•Drop back to the Airport

International Patient Facilities

Quote/treatment plan Visa assistance letter
Complimentary airport pick up Dedicated guest relation officers
Scheduling of all medical appointments Coordination of the admissions process
Cost estimates for anticipated treatment



Treatment 
The majority of the cases of AMD involve the slow-developing type of AMD, called dry AMD. Currently, as of 2020, there are no treatment options available for dry AMD, but some promising new 
therapies are in it. The slow-developing form of AMD, called dry AMD, constitutes the majority of AMD cases. There are no treatment options currently available for dry AMD as of 2022, but some 
exciting new treatments are in the pipeline.

For all aspects of medicine today, including multiple cases of cancer, as well as for dry AMD, stem cell treatment is gaining momentum. The aim of stem cell treatment for AMD is to be able to replace 
retinal cells that have been damaged or killed by symptoms with new stem cells.

Stem cells are also inserted, through IV infusion, into the blood supply of the body. But, experts are focusing on how the stem cells can be transplanted directly into the eyes. One strategy involves 
placing the stem cells into a fluid suspension that can be injected under the retina

We use the unique technology of Mesenchymal stem cells extracted from Wharton’s jelly (WJ) for treating MS. WJ-MSCs offer remunerative and budget friendly favorable treatment for tissue 
engineering purpose. An optic nerve stem cell regeneration aids this and more. They might help in the three peculiarly prominent ways – prevent damage, repair damage and develop new medicines. 

The treatment will take place in multiple steps comprising of the following.

•Qualification for the treatment: Our experts will assess all your past medical history and symptoms to examine and correctly judge the severity of your condition. A series of tests will be performed 
to gain a knowledge of the stage of disease. As per the test results, our experts will counsel the patient for further process of the procedure.

•Source Extraction: With guidance and approval from the physician, the source of extraction will be decided. In general, WJ-MSCs are the most potent allogenic sources available. Stem cells from a 
healthy person (the donor) are transferred to the patient’s body. A bone marrow donor is considered for allogenic stem cell transplantation. A scraping from the inside of the patient and his or her 
sibling’s cheek is tested to determine tissue type. An expert will examine to identity Human Leukocyte Antigens (HLAs). If the HLA on the donor cells are identical or similar, the transplant is more 
likely to be successful. Stem cell for optic nerve atrophy is promoted to aid patients suffering from similar kind of ailment.

•Laboratory Processing: The extracted samples will be sent to government approved cGMP laboratory for processing. The sample manipulation will take place in a state-of-the-art facility in 
compliance with the ISO and GMP standards and using the latest technologies. The client will receive a third party certificate from an internationally accredited lab for quality purpose. An optic nerve 
stem cell therapy provides just that and more.

•Stem Cell Implantation: Once the stem cells are ready to be implanted, the doctor will identify the most potent method of infusion based on the patient’s physical and mental well-being. The only 
limitation of the allogenic stem cell treatment is that this procedure carries the risk of developing Graft vs. host disease (GVHD), wherein the patient’s body rejects the donor stem cells. Human 
leukocyte antigens (HLA) can help minimize the risk of any side effects. In this procedure, the HLA of the patient and the donor are primarily matched as closely as possible.

Stem cell treatment Aftercare: The patients will be asked to visit the doctors for evaluation. You will be provided counselling for speedy recovery and also kept on check to ensure that no side effects 
affect the human body.



Mechanism

Stem cells can help restore the weakened retina and can contribute to a complete halt in the process of loss of vision, thus 
enhancing the general quality of life of humans. The new doors to the cure and changes in Macular Degeneration patients have 
been opened through Stem Cell Therapy.
Program for Stem Cell Therapies to treat multiple diseases. Each patient receives 200-300 million stem cells during the stem cell 
procedure. Not only does the sum of stem cells compensate everyday losses, but it beats them by a million times. The stem cell 
source, which has basically been missing for the last 15 to 20 years, is thus retrieved and revived. Different organs get rejuvenated 
following our stem cell injection, and they get revived when the new and activated stem cells replace the old ones fully.

Introduced into the retrobulbar space, stem cells may start to work on damaged tissue and begin to rejuvenate the optic fibers 
and retinal cells. Photoreceptors and other cells can be differentiated from mesenchymal stem cells. It is possible to use 
segregated stem cells to treat tumors in the macular and retinal cells.

❑ • There are three stem cell classes that vary, based on their position in the body and their potency (the ability to develop in 
different cell lines). Ophthalmologist performs experiments on both of these classes. Embryonic stem cells (ESCs) are cells that
are found at an early stage of development in the inner cell mass of an embryo. ESCs are pluripotent, meaning that in the 
course of growth they will become any cells.

❑ Fetal stem cells. Following an abortion or from cord blood, this community of cells is removed from the fetus. Fetal SCs have
greater functionality than adult SCs and are pluripotent. Such cells exhibit increased recovery rates of photoreceptors and are 
capable of sustained doubling during cultivation. Their use, however, is often synonymous with ethical concerns. Study on 
fetal cells is banned by law in many countries worldwide.

❑ Adult stem cells, found in mature tissues, are immobile and non-specialized cells. Adult SCs collaborate with new ones to 
replace dead cells and facilitate tissue regeneration. Nonetheless, they create a microenvironment for tissues, shield them 
from degeneration (destruction), and also have the capacity to self-renew and create mature cells. Hematopoietic stem cells, 
mesenchymal stem cells, and neural stem cells may be differentiated by multiple forms of SCs.

❑ Relevant antigens, which are a common cause of incompatibility between donor tissues and the recipient during 
transplantation, are still not generated. ESCs may be useful in managing retina degenerative disorders, retinal pigment 
epithelium pathologies, and optical neuropathies. Research on ESCs is banned at the regulatory level in many countries, as 
their extraction from the embryo interrupts its further production.



Patient Testimonials

Shazia from Bangladsh came for Alzheimer’s disease
We are from Bangladesh. My 53-year-old wife Shazia was detected with Alzheimer’s disease 1.5 years back and it happened so hurriedly and without a care that we all were 
much traumatized. Several doctors in our nation recommended that she had Alzheimer’s and it is in the initial stage so one of our family physicians recommended us to take 
her to India for stem cell treatment. I investigated on the internet for the varied centers providing Stem cell treatment for this condition and I happened upon the GSCC. After 
a transitory discussion and consultation with the crew of this centre over a few weeks, we made up our mind to take my wife to this center in India for her stem cell therapy 
for Alzheimer’s. From day 1 till her last day of treatment, we got gigantic support and attention from the crew of experts in GSCC and after the prosperous treatment we are 
back in our nation and my wife is under post-therapy chapter and we can see loads of improvement in her situation.

Mr. Paul from UK Came India for Stem Cell Treatment of Alzheimer’s disease
Paul is appreciative and thankful to the entire team of GSCC for at least trying to put an end to the disease of Alzheimer’s via stem cell treatment. Mr. Paul from UK is an 
energetic young professional, who experienced the punitive realities of Alzheimer’s disease and loss of flexibility in a very tough way. More than 8 years ago, Mr. Paul was 
diagnosed with a disease known as Alzheimer’s. It was a game changer for the whole family that 57 years old amusing and fun-loving individual like Mr. Paul unexpectedly 
stopped frolicking with his grandchildren, lost his tolerance and is in necessity of relentless support and care. It was truthfully a blessed day when he began probing for 
potential treatment choices for his condition and reached GSCC.

Mrs. Johnson from South Australia Came to India for Alzheimer’s Disease Stem Cell Treatment
I was working as a software engineer for more than 22 years before retiring. I was been spotted with Alzheimer’s in 2008 at the age of 52. I have had Alzheimer’s for 10 years. 
Was taking Atricept and underwent drug therapy as well, which helped to some extent. However, steadily I was losing my aptitude to think openly and remember simple 
things like names, dates and present-day information. Even identifying my relatives was becoming tough. Life was indeed becoming hard. Then, one day my husband found 
out about the stem cell treatment for Alzheimer’s.



Improvement

Our Promise 

It’s frightening to envision a life without a clear central goal, but there’s reason to be hopeful. Doctors are also searching at ways to improve patients with this condition, and they’re researching 
experimental therapies that may one day be used as a therapy. For instance, stem cell development is currently ongoing, with the potential to lead to a cure in the future.

Before these groundbreaking therapies become a reality, it’s important to speak with an experienced doctor who will guide you through current procedures for the type of macular degeneration 
you have already. We have physicians available to work with you, and our doctors will use cutting-edge procedures to keep your eyes as healthy as possible. Patients’ effects have changed as a 
result of stem cell therapy provided by Stem Cell Treatment India.

It’s frightening to envision a life without a clear central goal, but there’s reason to be hopeful. Doctors are also searching at ways to improve patients 
with this condition, and they’re researching experimental therapies that may one day be used as a therapy. For instance, stem cell development is 
currently ongoing, with the potential to lead to a cure in the future.

Before these groundbreaking therapies become a reality, it’s important to speak with an experienced doctor who will guide you through current 
procedures for the type of macular degeneration you have already. We have physicians available to work with you, and our doctors will use cutting-
edge procedures to keep your eyes as healthy as possible. Patients’ effects have changed as a result of stem cell therapy provided by Stem Cell 
Treatment India.

Post Treatment Care
Postoperative care
The stem cell therapy does not damagingly affect patients in any way. Generally, the patients are permitted to leave after few hours after the completion of the stem cell treatment. A 24-hour
patient hotline number is there for any inquiries after their discharge. The concerned physicians or surgeons of the clinic also stay in contact with their corresponding patients through
telephone or email. By doing this, they can get the precise feedback about their progress and also suggest further recovery if required. Say for example, in case of a diabetic patient, after
hearing about the patient’s present symptoms, the concerned doctor can recommend the needed dosage of insulin.

Treatment disclaimer
It is an imperative fact to comprehend that stem cell treatment in every prospect has the ability to diminish symptoms of numerous diseases. It also has the aptitude of ceasing several
degenerative procedures, but one should also know that this treatment may not work for all kinds of patients. GlobalStemCellcare does not have the right of forecasting or warranting the
success of this treatment.
In harmony to the current condition of a patient, the medical team of GlobalStemCellcare might propose the stem cell transplantation or may even withdraw the treatment under abnormal
situations. However, in any case, the approval of the patient is a must. Keeping the patient’s current health condition and unforeseen health hazards in mind, the medical staff might propose an
alternative stem cell transplantation process. In exceptional situations, they may entirely cancel the treatment.



.What Is Alzheimer's Disease?
Alzheimer’s could be a severe style of insanity, a form of a nervous disorder increasingly damaging 
memory and thinking skills. The person will eventually lose its independence even for day to day 
activities.

2.What square measure the signs and symptoms of Alzheimer's ?
A person together with his early sickness biological process stage could realize issue in basic cognitive 
process things; he will raise constant queries once more and once more, have bother managing 
finances, taking longer than traditional to end daily tasks. An individual may additionally face issue to find 
the proper words in his speech, impaired reasoning or faultfinding skills. He or she could still expertise 
mood swings or temperament changes.

3.What causes Alzheimer Disease?
Except for a rare style of Alzheimer, known as early onset familial Alzheimer's alternative varieties of 
diseases square measure non genetic. Genetic mutations square measure connected with the kind of 
associate degree Alzheimer, whereas others square measure directly connected with environmental 
factors and traumatic scenario long-faced by the body.

5.How Alzheimer sickness is diagnosed?
The only thanks to diagnose a sickness are to search out whether or not plaques and tangles square 
measure gift within the section of the brain. To appear into the tissue, the doctor should perform brain 
diagnostic check or brain autopsy test, associate degree examination of the brain done once the person 
dies. Once the person is alive, the identification is totally dependent upon the likelihood or likelihood 
through examination of general health, past medical issues, case history, asking questions about 
temperament changes, memory tests, language skills, downside determination capability, and attention.

6.How long do folks live once identification?
Although the time from identification to death varied from person to person, it may be as very little as 
three to five years for the person on top of eighty years mature. For younger patients time could vary 
between 7-10 years.
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International Patients : +91 8287676389
Indian Patients : +91 7042216389
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